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Wonder
Wall
Robins and
Swans
Give at least 6
reasons to smile
today.
Owls
The clue is:
MOON STARER

Rearrange the
letters to find the
answer.
7 7 7 7=91
Add
mathematical
symbols to make
this correct.
Penguins
Create a
spelling test for a
clever adult.
Where did
Google get its
name?
Could a man or
woman ever run
100m in 5
seconds?
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Parking in the Rain
Not a moan this time but a thank you! Last time we had a wet
morning I had to complain about people parking on the yellow
lines outside school to drop off children near the gates. This
morning there were almost no cars that I saw parking
inconsiderately and a procession of safe children under
umbrellas walking down from the Village Club car park, leaving
the road safe to cross outside the school. Thank you.

Children’s Rights
Towards the end of last term we took part in ‘Outright Day’
where the children explored some of UNICEF’s Convention on
the Rights of the Child. This covers over 50 ‘Articles’ from the
right to have fun to the right to be listened to and the right to
an education. Children in Penguins discussed these then chose
the rights they felt were most important to them and wrote to
the Parliamentary Under Secretary for Children and Families,
Edward Timpson. The children were excited to have now
received a reply thanking them for their letters. This work is all
part of our aim to become a ‘Rights Respecting School’.

Farewell Mrs Sanders
Yes, it’s true, Mrs Sanders has taken the very tough decision to
move on after 9 years at Manor Primary. She has decided to
take a slightly less pressured part time job at another school so
she can spend a little more time with her daughters and her new
sewing machine. She will be leaving us at the end of this half
term so we are in the process of advertising to replace the
unreplaceable! I’m sure you will all want to join us in wishing her
all the best for the future.

